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ABSTRACT

could not meet the imposed requirements such as those
in environments where electromagnetic immunity, small

A review of different optical fiber devices based on
the

Electrostatic

or other requirements were necessary /1-3/. In order to

presented. With this technique it was possible to deposit

fabricate sensing coatings on optical fiber, different

coatings on the ends of cleaved optical fibers. Also,

deposition techniques are under consideration including

because the ESA method can control the thickness of

sputtering

the deposited coating on the nanometer scale, the

system, electron beam evaporation, chemical

fabrication of Fabry-Perots and microgratings as well as

deposition, immersion in gel solutions and many others

humidity

/3-5/. Most of these techniques are not suitable for

gas

optical

(ESA)

fiber

Method

size of transducers, no electric power at the sensor head

is

and

Self-Assembly

sensors

was

in a radio frequency planar

the thickness

of the

magnetron

coatings

vapor

experimentally demonstrated. In addition, the possibility

controlling

on

the

of connecting some of these sensors to an optical fiber

nanometer scale or for depositing materials on non-

network without affecting the transmitted optical power

planar substrates. These are important deficiencies if the

in the communications wavelength is shown for the first

goal is to fabricate sensitive coatings on standard optical

time.

fibers where the dimensions of the coating determine to
a substantial extent the sensor response, the signal level

Keywords:

thin

films,

optical

fiber,

sensors,

electrostatic-self assembly

and the response time.
In this work the authors present a new technique, the
Electrostatic

Self-Assembly

Monolayer

(ESAM)

process to build up coatings on the ends of optical fibers
1. INTRODUCTION

with the goal of fabricating sensors for measuring
different parameters such as humidity or harmful gases.

Optical fiber sensors have played an important role
in applications where conventional electronic sensors

A summary of different works carried in this field is
presented here.
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2. THE ELECTROSTATIC SELF-ASSEMBLY

controlled and substrates may include metals, plastics,

MONOLAYER METHOD

ceramics

and

semiconductors,

additional

details

concerning the deposition process can be found in the
The Electrostatic Self-Assembled (ESA) monolayer

literature /6-10/.

process is a novel technique already demonstrated for

Several combinations of polyanions and polycations

the fabrication of magnetic, electrically conductive,

have been studied to fabricate the different coatings on

nonlinear optical and other thin film coatings on

optical

substrates of various sizes, shapes and materials /6-8/.

ammonium chloride) (PDDA) or solutions of gold

This method is based on the electrostatic attraction

colloids protected by PDDA (Au:PDDA), were used to

between oppositely charged polyelectrolytes in each

form the cationic polyelectrolyte. For the anionic

monolayer deposited, and involves several steps. The

polyelectrolytes,

ESA film deposition method is described schematically

sulfonate) (PSS) and the molecular dyes Poly SI 19

in Figure 1. First, a substrate (in this case the optical

(SI 19) and Poly R-478 (R478) were used. In this way,

fiber.

multilayer

of

solutions of

structures

with

+

PSS~]n,

φ

Solutions

[PDDA /PSS~] n ,

poly(diallydimethyl

poly(sodium-4-styrene-

the

forms

[Au:PDDA + /

+

[PDDA /S119~]n

and

[PDDA + /R478 - ]„ were fabricated, where η means the
iu

total number of bilayers.
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Taking advantage of the versatility of the ESA
method for the synthesis of materials, we have applied

•

this technique to fabricate different optical fiber devices
such

as

nanoFabry-Perot

interferometers,

optical

gratings, humidity sensors and harmful gas sensors.
REPEAT

3. NANOFABRY-PEROT CAVITY
Fig. 1:

Schematic of the film-deposition process. The
symbols are idealized and not intended to
represent exactly

the conformation

of

the

polyelectrolyte chains

In order to corroborate that the deposition method
was successful and that cation and anion polyectrolytes
were working properly, the materials were previously
deposited

on

glass

microscope

slides

depositions were studied by UV-VIS

and

these

spectroscopy

fiber) is cleaned and treated to create a charged surface.

(Hitachi U-2010). As can be seen in Figure 2, the

Then, the substrate is exposed to a solution of a polyion

absorbance of coatings deposited on microscope glass

of opposite charge for a short time (minutes) and by

slides increased with the number of bilayers.

adsorption a monolayer of polyions is formed on the

After these initial tests, similar coatings were formed

surface. In this way, the substrate is alternately dipped

at the cleaved ends of optical fibers. The final parallel

into solutions of cationic and anionic polymers (or

layer structure of the coating forms an interferometric

appropriately charged inorganic clusters) to create a

cavity on the optical wavelength scale and the behavior

multilayer thin film, a polyanion-polycation multilayer.

of this structure is the same as that of a nano Fabry-

The molecular species of the cationic and anionic

Perot

components and the long-range physical order of the

interferometric cavity the mirrors are formed at the

layers determine the resulting coating properties. It is

interfaces between

cavity,

as

shown

in

Figure

different materials.

3.

In

That

this
is, a

important to notice that the polyanions and polycations

reflecting interface exists owing to the refractive-index

overlap each other at the molecular level and this

difference between two different optical media and the

produces a homogeneous optical material 191. The

reflectance of each mirror will be approximately what is

individual layer composition and thickness can be

determined by Fresnel's law for the case of normal

20
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0,02

Materials

Choosing the materials to have the condition n 2 > n,
> n 3 , for this case we can determine an expression for
the reflected optical power following the procedure of

0,015

other authors to obtain the reflected optical power of a
Fabry-Perot resonator /11/. Then, the ratio between the
0,01

reflected optical power and the incident optical power is

X
<I

R! + R 2 x ( l - A [ ) 2 xexp(-4xctxd)
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Fig. 2:

UV-VIS

absorption

[ Au: PDD A+/PSS~]„

spectrum
deposited

of
on

coatings
a

glass

microscope slide.

where A! is the coefficient associated with losses due to
optical absorption and scattering of the beam by the first
mirror, α is the optical absorption coefficient from
Beer's law and Φ is the round-trip phase shift of the
optical beam in the cavity formed by the coating with a
length of d,

Refractive index

"3
Optical Fiber

Material

Nano Cavity

Air

Φ

4 χ π χ η 2 xd

(3)

with λ the wavelength of the incident light.
In order to observe the build up of bilayers at the end
of the optical

fibers

and corroborate the

possible

interferometric behavior of the coating explained above,
the experimental set-up of Figure 4 was arranged. The

Fig. 3:

UMTINU AT HIE
ENI1KACE OF TIIK FIBER

Thin film interferometric cavity

incidence.

Ri

("l-"2)2

(1)

(n1+n2)2

and

INDEX MATUIINC OEI,
Fig. 4:

R.
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where R|

(n2+n3)2

(2)

Experimental set-up for monitoring the built up
of the bilayers

'

is the reflection coefficient of the

first

light source, a stabilized source, laser or LED, was

interface (optical fiber/coating) and R 2 is the reflection

launched through the optical fiber to the coating at the

coefficient of the second interface (coating/air). The

endface of the optical fiber, and the reflected optical

interferometric cavity functions exactly like an optical

power was monitored by a photodetector. In this way,

fiber Fabry-Perot etalon.

the reflected optical power can be monitored when the
21
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works using the variation of the length between mirrors,
d, to produce a phase shift, thus, a change in the
intensity

of

reflected

optical

power.

The

sensing

mechanism of the sensor approach presented here relies
on the change in reflected optical power that gaseous
water induces on specific coating materials that may be
used to form interferometric cavities. That is, some
molecules of gaseous water can be trapped at the
surface of the sensing coating, changing the optical
reflectivity. In other words, for a given constant relative
humidity,

the

choice

of

either

a

hydrophilic

or

hydrophobic sensing material will determine the size of
N u m b e r of bilayers

Fig. 5:

the water drops trapped on the surface due to the

Reflected optical power obtained during the

respective affinity or repulsion of the water to the

built up of coatings deposited on the endface of

sensing material. With a proper choice of the materials

an

for the coating it is possible to obtain a coating sensitive

optical

fiber.

The

bilayers

were

to humidity that adsorbs water only in the external

+

[PDDA /R478~] n .

surface and that does not absorb water inside the
material; with these properties it would be possible to
coating is being built up bilayer to bilayer (see Figure

fabricate relative

5); in these curves the interferometric nature of the

response times. The total thickness of the coating also

cavity can be observed in the periodic oscillations of the

determines the response of the sensor, as some works

reflected optical power (a period of 28 bilayers). In

have already demonstrated 713,14/. Figure 6 plots the

humidity

sensors

with

very

fast

other words, the cavity behaves as a low-finesse FabryPerot. In addition, a very important feature of these
nanoFabry-Perots is that the interferometric

menon can also be observed using only an inexpensive
LED because the length of the nanocavity formed
(typically

less than a micron) is shorter than

the

coherence length of a LED (typically less than 30
microns). This makes this optical system very attractive
due to its low cost. Experimentally, the thickness of one
bilayer, measured by ellipsometry, was between 1 to 15
nanometers,

depending

on

the

materials,

ο

pheno-

and

ω
f.,
»
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π"*
y
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the

refractive indices could be varied between 1.8 and 1.5 at
a wavelength of 1310 nm. With all these results, it was

tv Optical fiber without coaling
•

Sensor
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0
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demonstrated that a Fabry-Perot with a length of less
than a micrometer could be built up at the end of an

Fig. 6:

Reflected Optical Power (relative to 11.3 %

optical fiber with the ESA method and this opened the

Relative Humidity) for a standard single mode

possibility of fabricating sensors and filters. More

fiber

with

and

without

a

coating

of

+

details about the construction of these interferometers

Au:PDDA /PSS"] 63 . The light source was a

are in the literature /12/.

1310 nm LED.

4. OPTICAL FIBER HUMIDITY SENSOR

response to the humidity of one of these sensors with a
coating of [Au:PDDA + /PSS"] 63 . A maximum variation

The classic Fiber Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPPI)
22

of 8.7 dB was achieved between 11% and 85% of
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Relative
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Humidity

with

interferometric cavities

of

Materials

b r o a d b a n d light
source

+

[PDDA /R478~] n . In addition, the response time of these
kind of sensors is so short that they can monitor human
'^•grating

breathing as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, no cross
OSA

sensitivity with temperature was observed /14/.
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Fig. 8: Experimental set-up for studying the spectral
response of the gratings deposited at the end of
optical fibers.
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Fig. 9:

Reflected Optical Power versus wavelength
when the number of bilayers is increasing.

5. MICROGRATINGS ON THE ENDS

HLHL+5H means five bilayers of material Η

OF OPTICAL FIBERS

deposited on a structure HLHL. The material Η
utilized was [PDDA + /S119"] n and the material

Following the works mentioned
observed

that

not

only

one

above,

it was

L was [PDDA+/PSS~]„.

quarter-wavelength-

thickness coatings were possible to deposit at the end of
an

optical

fiber

but

stacks

of

multiple

quarter-

[PDDA7PSS~] n . These coatings were deposited at the

wavelength-thickness films with alternating high and

end of a cleaved optical fiber and the spectral response

low refractive indices. This opened the possibility of

of the films was monitored using the experimental set-

fabricating optical filters or gratings at the end of a

up of Figure 8. Monitoring this spectral response makes

cleaved optical fiber. With a proper choice of the

it possible to fabricate an optical filter at a desired

combination of materials it was possible to fabricate

wavelength. As can be observed in Figure 9 the central

materials with a high refractive index, H, or with a low

wavelength of the reflected optical power moves to the

refractive

of

right when the number of deposited bilayers increases.

[PDDA /S119~]„ or [PDDA /R478~] n produce materials

Following this rule the deposition of either material Η

with higher refractive index than the

or material L is stopped when the quarter-wavelength-

+

index,

L.

For

instance

bilayers

+

combination

23
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thickness is reached and filters centered at any arbitrary

stacks deposited the narrower the optical spectral

wavelength can be made. In this way, coating with

response of the film, as is noticeable on comparing the

structure HLHLH where deposited, Η and L indicate

curves of the single Η film with the films HLHLH in

quarter-wavelength thickness coating of material with

both Figures 10 and 11. More details of the fabrication

high and low refractive index. For instance, in Figures

of the gratings have been already reported /15/.

10 and 11 it is possible to observe the response of two
HLHLH structures centered at 1300 and 1500 nm
respectively. In both figures the spectral response of a

6. H A R M F U L GAS O P T I C A L FIBER SENSORS

single quarter-wavelength-thickness film is also plotted;
it is obvious to deduce that the more quarter-wavelength

In addition, the fabrication of these broad band
filters centered at arbitrary wavelengths suggested its
use for chemical sensors, more specifically for harmful
gas

sensors,

such

as

those

for

detecting

dichloromethane. The main limitation of other gas
sensing optical techniques such as spectral transmission
analysis is that they require light sources at the specific
wavelength of optical absorption of the gas /16,17/ or
special light sources for fluorescence and luminescence
measurements, besides special optical fibers /18,19/.
Therefore, taking advantage of the versatility of this
technique it is possible to fabricate optical fiber gas
sensors, choosing the working wavelength prior to
manufacture of the sensor element and independent of
Fig. 10:

Comparison between the spectral responses

the spectral absorption characteristic of the target gas,
allowing the use of standard communication optical

of a coating of type Η and a coating of tvpe
HLHLH centered around 1300 nm. Same
materials as in Figure 9.

fibers. This has recently been demonstrated /20/ and can
be appreciated in curves of Figure 12. Moreover, the

5
4.5

HLHLH
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Optical
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for
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Comparison between the spectral responses
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presence of dichlorome; (b) 0.62 gr/1 of

HLHLH centered around 1500 nm. Same

dichloromethane;

materials as in Figure 9.

dichloromethane

(c)

saturation

of
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cross sensitivity of these sensors with the temperature in
the range from 10 to 70 °C was negligible; this is logical
since the thickness of the whole HLHLH structure is
near 1 micron, that is, changes in length by thermal
expansion hardly affect the response of the sensor.
In these sensors it is possible to choose the working
wavelength (sensing) and the reference wavelength. The
optical power measured at the reference wavelength is
not affected by the concentration of the target gas and
can be used for an independent correction or the
reflected optical power with undesirable variations due
to losses in the path. If the losses in the optical path are
well known, the reference wavelength can be used as
the communications wavelength. In other words, it is
possible to connect these sensors to an optical network
without affecting the optical power transmitted at the
specific wavelength of communications when the
concentration of gas is altered. This is possible because
the reference wavelength of the sensor can be carefully
selected to match the communications wavelength,
therefore, not affecting the communications signal with
the variation of gas concentration. This could be
verified with the experimental set-up of Figure 13. This

Science and Engineering of Composite

Materials

study if the variation of gas affects to the
communication signal. At this point, the total reflected
optical
power passes through
a
wavelength
demultiplexer (DEMUX) that separates the signal at λ|
from the signal at λ 2 . These two signals are plotted in
Figure 14 and it is possible to observe how the
communications signal (sine signal modulated at 5
MHz, optical wavelength at 1550 nm) is not affected by
the change of the concentration of gas; meanwhile the
reflected optical power at 1310 nm of the sensor
(continuous signal) is clearly affected. For this

(a)

Fig. 13:

Experimental set-up for studying the possible
connection of the gas sensors to an optical
network.

figure represents a laser at a wavelength λ[ that is going
to be used as the source for the sensing of the sensor;
there is also a second laser at a wavelength of λ 2 that is
going to be modulated and represents the optical carrier
of a communications system; both signals are mixed in
an optical wavelength multiplexer (MUX). Once both of
these signals are mixed and are transmitted through an
optical fiber, a coupler is connected to launch light at
the sensor. The reflected optical power is monitored to

(b)
Fig. 14:

Reflected optical power at 1310 nm, λ,, and
1550 nm, λ 2 , at target-gas purged condition
(a) and at presence of dichloromethane vapor,
saturation condition (b) These signals were
recorded with the experimental set-up of Fig.
13 using the sensor of Fig. 12.
25
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experiment the sensor of Figure 12 was used, the
sensing wavelength, λι, was 1310 nm and the reference
wavelength, λ 2 , was 1550 nm, the two standard
wavelengths for optical fiber communications. This is
the first time that this possibility has been
experimentally demonstrated.

on a tapered fiber coated with agarose gel, Sensors
and Actuators Β, 69, 127-131 (2000).
A. Rosidian, Y. Liu and R.O. Claus, Ionic selfassembly of ultrahard Zr02/polymer nanocomposite thin films, Advanced Materials, 10,
1087-1091 (1998).
Y. Liu, A. Wang and R.O. Claus, Layer-by-layer
electrostatic self assembly of nanoscale Fe304
particles and polymide precursor on silicon and
silica surfaces, Applied Physics Letters. 71 (16),
2265-2267(1997).
K.M. Lenahan, Y.X. Wang, Y. Liu, R.O. Claus,
J.R. Heflin, D. Marciu and C. Figura, Novel
polymer dyes for nonlinear optical applications
using ionic self-assembled monolayer technology,
Advanced Materials, 10, 853-855 (1998).
G. Decher, Fuz2y nanoassemblies: Toward layered
polymeric multicomposites, Science, 277, 12321237(1997).
G. Decher and J. Schmidt, Fine-tuning of the film
thickness of ultrathin multilayer films composed of
consecutively alternating layers of anionic and
catyonic polyelectrolytes, Progress ifi Colloid and
Polymer Science, 89, 160-164 (1992).

6.

7.
CONCLUSIONS
A review of the different optical devices fabricated
up-to-date on optical fiber using the Electrostatic SelfAssembly (ESA) method has been presented. In
addition, for the first time it has been experimentally
demonstrated that these gas sensors can monitor the
target gas concentration and simultaneously be
connected to an optical network without affecting to the
optical power transmitted at the communication
wavelength.
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